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dent Green asserted they were despite sporadic instances
within his own ranks. By midsummer of 1937 fifty-seven per
cent agreed that "the militia should be called out whenever
strike trouble threatens" and half admitted that their attitude
toward labor unions had changed in the past six months.
The Senate in 1937 and the Supreme Court in 1939 sharply
rebuked the sit-down as infringing upon property rights, a
violation of the law of trespass.
The tide of CIO success turned in the spring of 1937 when
it challenged "Little SteeL" On Memorial Day in South Chi-
cago, pickets at Republic Steel clashed with police, bringing
death to ten strikers. Under Tom M. Girdler, a leader as
tough and tenacious as Lewis himself, "Little Steel" fought
the unions to a bitter finish in July and bested them—even
though the NLRB later condemned the methods as illegal
and terroristic and ordered the companies to reinstate dis-
charged strikers and enter upon collective bargaining.
Over this deadlock between "Little Steel" and the CIO,
the president exclaimed, "A plague on both your houses/'
but in retrospect he considered the year 1937—with its rec-
ord toll for the decade of 4720 strikes, of which 2728 had
been waged over the right of organization—a season of
"growing pains" for labor, essentially a healthy symptom.
The more aggressive unionists, however, had grudgingly to
recognize that the sit-down, for all its triumphs, quickly out-
lived its usefulness and strained the t>atience of both the pub-
lic and the government*
Although the Wagner act specified that the term employer
"shall not include the United States, or any State or political
subdivision thereof," thus lending no aid to collective bar-
gaining or strikes against the government, efforts, largely
from the left wing, were nevertheless made to organize relief
workers*- A union of FERA employees flourished briefly, to
be succeeded by the Project Workers' Union, which exerted
fairly strong pressure against WPA wage cuts and layoffs
despite the president's denial of their right to strike* Appar-

